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Conferences and Workshops  

Further guidance notes 

About The Brain Tumour Charity 

The Brain Tumour Charity is a patient-led organisation in the UK driven by vision of a world where brain 

tumours are defeated. We fund pioneering research to increase survival, raise awareness of the 

symptoms and effects of brain tumours and provide support for everyone affected to improve quality of 

life. Since 1996, the organisation has been at the forefront of supporting the brain tumour community.  

 

As an organisation, we are focused on increasing survival and improving quality of life for everyone 

affected by a brain tumour. We know that brain tumours have a disproportionally high impact on 

children and young adults compared with other cancers, resulting in high premature mortality and brain 

tumours being the biggest cancer killer of the under 40s.  We are also committed to taking every step 

necessary to improve the quality of life of everyone affected by brain tumours. We will identify ways of 

modifying patient management and pathways to optimise the quality of life for those affected by a brain 

tumour.  Our strategic goals are designed to make a step change in the overall experience of our 

community and are necessarily and unashamedly ambitious: 

 Double survival within 10 years 

 Halve the harm that brain tumours have on quality of life within 5 years 

As part of this plan, we have recently launched ‘A Cure Can’t Wait’: our Research Strategy.  

All grant calls will focus on the research priorities highlighted in this strategy and all grant applications 

must address specifically the priority outlined in the call text.  

 

Purpose and scope 
Following on from the launch of ‘A Cure Can’t Wait’, we are setting up a scheme to support conferences 

and workshops. 

This scheme is designed to fund scientific conferences and workshops that will inspire innovative 

research in these key areas and drive progress in the field, bringing us closer to understanding brain 

tumours and achieving our strategic goals. The conference or workshop should run for one to three days 

and ideally be based in the UK; however international events will be considered.  

We are now seeking applications for researcher-led scientific conferences and workshops that will 

facilitate: 

 Collaboration between members of the research community 

 Discussion between interdisciplinary researchers  

 New partnerships between research and industry 

 The identification of key barriers which need to be overcome if we are to progress research in 

this field 

 The translation of basic research to novel therapeutic approaches that directly benefit those 

affected by brain tumours. 

 A focus on improving quality of life  

 

https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/our-research/a-cure-cant-wait/
https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/our-research/a-cure-cant-wait/
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Funding 

Funding of up to £5,000 will be provided for conferences or workshops that bring together experts in 

brain tumour research and industry to catalyse new ideas and partnerships.  Applications requiring 

over £5,000 will still be considered but must be discussed with The Charity prior to submission. 

Funding will be allocated to cover direct costs, including venue hire, travel and accommodation.  

Organisers must be employed at a UK university, NHS trust, or other research institution from the time 

of application  until the completion of the conference/workshop.   

 

Prior to the conference or workshop, 80% of the funding will be allocated, with the final 20% given on 

receipt of a scientific report following the event.  

 

Application process 

Application forms can be requested by email from research@thebraintumourcharity.org and 

submitted to the same email address. 

A hard copy of the signed application form should be sent within seven working days of submission to: 

Research Department, The Brain Tumour Charity, Hartshead House, 61-65 Victoria Road, Farnborough, 

GU14 7PA. 

Applications will be considered by the Research team at The Charity, however 

applications for grants exceeding £5,000 will be considered by our Grant Review and 

Monitoring (GRAM) committee.  

Key dates 

The call will be open for applications throughout the year and decisions will be made 

within eight weeks following the receipt of applications. 

Assessment criteria  

Applications will be assessed on the following criteria: 

 The potential to bring together leading researchers across different disciplines to discuss new 

approaches to brain tumour research 

 The potential to initiate and develop future work and collaborations 

 The feasibility of the event and its value for money 

 Interdisciplinary participation (favourable but  not a requirement) 

 

Reporting requirements 
The Charity will require a final report summarizing the event and its achievements. The final 20% of 

funding will be given on receipt of this final report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:research@thebraintumourcharity.org
https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/our-research/for-researchers/grant-review-and-monitoring-committee/
https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/our-research/for-researchers/grant-review-and-monitoring-committee/
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Application instructions 

The application form should be read in conjunction with these guidance notes and with The Brain 

Tumour Charity’s Terms and Conditions, downloadable from the website.  By applying for a grant, you 

confirm your acceptance of these terms and conditions. 

It is also recommended that you read our research strategy: ‘A Cure Can’t Wait’ prior to writing your 

grant application to ensure that the research proposal complies with at least one of the key areas 

identified in the strategy.  

Please note that failure to correctly complete the form and abide by the word limits specified will 

result in the application being administratively triaged out and not being considered for funding.  

Application forms can be requested by email from research@thebraintumourcharity.org and 

submitted to the same email address. 

A hard copy of the signed application form should be sent within seven working days of submission to: 

Research Department, The Brain Tumour Charity, Hartshead House, 61-65 Victoria Road, Farnborough, 

GU14 7PA. 

 

Section 1: Application information 

Please state whether you are proposing a conference or workshop and enter a brief title and the 

proposed date (following the decision date which will be eight weeks after submission of the 

application). 

Section 2: Organiser details 

Please provide contact details for the primary event organiser and co-organiser, including their title 

and institution.  

Section 3: Research Proposal 

Lay Summary 

Please provide a lay summary (maximum of 300 words) to describe your proposed event.  

You will be required to describe the event using terms that are understandable to a reader with no 

specialist scientific or medical knowledge. Please provide details on the aims of the event, the target 

audience and the topic that the event will cover.  

You may find it helpful to refer to the Association of Medical Research Charities’s (AMRC) ‘Guidance 

for Researchers on Writing Lay Summaries’. 

Scientific Summary 

Please provide a short summary of your proposed event (maximum of 200 words) for a scientific 

audience. 

 

Detailed event proposal 

Please provide a comprehensive description of the workshop/conference, including: 

 Aims of the conference or workshop 

 Background of the topic and rationale for holding the event 

 Relevance for those affected by brain tumours 

 Proposed outcomes and future directions arising from the event 

 

https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/media/filer_public/6f/1b/6f1b117f-4014-4fc6-a5ba-9c35d8fdbc72/conferences_and_workshops_-_further_guidance_notes_-_final.pdf
https://www.thebraintumourcharity.org/our-research/a-cure-cant-wait/
mailto:research@thebraintumourcharity.org
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Preliminary Conference/Workshop Programme 

Please provide a provisional agenda for the conference/workshop, including the following 

information: 

 Proposed speakers and attendees, including numbers 

 Discussion sessions, panel meetings, presentations and their running order 

 Future activites and collaborations. How will this event will lead to future activities and 

collaborations that will benefit those affected by brain tumours? 

 Contingency plans 

 

Section 4: Costing and justification 

As a member of the AMRC and in line with their guidelines, The Brain Tumour Charity will only 

reimburse direct research costs. The Charity will not fund indirect costs nor will it pay on a 

percentage basis.  

Directly incurred costs are actual costs for the event (e.g. venue hire, accommodation, travel and 

subsistence). 

This funding will provide up to £5,000, (unless discussions with The Charity have been held for 

funding in excess of £5,000).  Please outline the costs requested from The Charity and provide a 

brief justification.  

Please also describe any other sources of funding that you will be using for this event. 

 

Section 5: CVs 

Please complete the CV template provided in the last pages of the Application Form for the 

Principal Organiser and Co-Applicants, Please include: 

 Work contact information 

 Academic/professional qualifications  

 Employment - present and previous position(s) held 

Key publications  

Please provide 10 selected papers that you feel will aid your application.  Provide the citation in full 

including title of publication, all authors*, journal title, year, volume and pages. 

(*All authors, unless more than 10, in which case please use 'et al', ensuring that your position as author 

remains clear) 

Section 6: Undertakings 

The Principal organiser and co-organisers must agree to the declaration at the end of the 

application form. 

Please note that all sections of the form must be completed (within the stipulated word limits), 

and all relevant parties involved must approve the proposal before the application can be 

accepted.  

If you have further questions about making an application, please contact the Research Team.  

 

E-mail: research@thebraintumourcharity.org 

Phone: +44 (0) 1252 418190 

 

 

http://www.amrc.org.uk/
mailto:research@thebraintumourcharity.org

